Parking is available without cost to those coming to be tested at a UW COVID-19 testing site.

**Holt Center testing is for residence hall residents only.** Lot 35 is located on Babcock Drive near Adam Residence Hall and Jorn, Mack, and Gilman Houses. The approximate street address is 655 Babcock Drive.

**ONLY PARK IN DESIGNATED STALLS.** Each reserved stall is marked with a special sign (see image at right). Regular parking rules apply if you park in areas other than the designated stalls, and you may be subject to citation and/or payment of any associated fees. Note: there are not closer available stalls than the designated reserved stalls. Individuals who need ADA parking can use the reserved stalls or the temporary accessible stall at the west end of the circle parking area (with a valid DOT plate/placard).

More info at covidresponse.wisc.edu